
YARD COVER  
GUIDE
Cattle and sheep yard covers designed  
to improve safety and productivity.
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https://www.actionsteel.com.au/yard-cover-shelters/
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Action Steel “The Big Shed People” are a third-
generation family business that specialises in building 
heavy-duty farm sheds across South Australia, Victoria 
and New South Wales.

Covered yards are becoming an important part of 
many cattle and sheep farming enterprises and an 
Action Steel yard cover is a worthwhile investment 
that will help increase productivity and improve 
working conditions. 

Our yard covers are carefully planned, designed and 
constructed to fit in with your yard layout and meet 
your operational requirements.

This yard cover guide is the perfect starting point to 
help you with your yard cover project plans and we are 
always happy to discuss options and ideas.

< A 64m x 36m x 9m shed  
during construction.
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The size and configuration of your yard cover will be 
determined by your yard set up. The configuration can 
easily be customised to meet your requirements and 
to fit in with your yard design.

Our team pays close attention to details like bay 
spacings to ensure that no columns clash with the 
yards, races, gates or working areas. Bay widths can 
vary anywhere up to 10 metres.

Action Steel’s building consultants are available for site 
inspections throughout South Australia and Victoria 
to take levels (if there is any fall over the yards) and 
measure up your project. Column lengths can be 
varied to match the fall of the land.

Generally, the height of a sheep yard cover is  
between 3 and 4 metres, and a cattle yard cover 
between 4 and 5 metres.

CONFIGURATION & SIZES

< A 45m x 24m x 3m sheep yard 
cover, Caramut VIC.

< A 24m x 21m x 4m cattle yard 
cover, Wannon VIC.

Learn more about this project.
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All Action sheds are made from Australian steel with 
heavy UB (H-iron) columns and open web trusses 
that are fully hot dip galvanised after manufacture, 
providing the ultimate corrosion protection.

Hot dip galvanising is the process of coating iron  
or steel with a layer of zinc. The metal is immersed 
into a bath of molten zinc at temperatures of 
445°C to 465°C.

The two standard cladding profiles for your sheds 
are corrugated iron or Trimclad® – both options are 
Australian-made. Traditional corrugated iron is often 
chosen to match in with existing buildings but the 
modern appearance of Trimclad® makes it the more 
popular option.

You also have the choice of either Zincalume® or 
Colorbond® coating on the cladding. Zincalume® is the 
more popular and cost-effective option.

< A 6m x 24m x 3.5m sheep yard 
cover, Edenhope VIC.

MATERIALS

Corrugated Profile

Trimclad® Profile

Should I choose Colorbond® 
or Zinc for my shed?

Should I choose Trimclad®   
or Corri for my shed?
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A well-designed yard cover will protect your livestock, 
maximise animal comfort and ensure tasks like 
shearing won’t be held up by the weather. 

Here are some points to consider in the design stage 
to make sure your yard cover works for you.

• Allow for an additional 1 – 2 metre coverage to each  
side of the yards. This ensures that the yards 
remain dry and protected in even the most 
inclement weather. 

• Both ventilation and protection are important 
in a yard cover. Cladding sections of walls helps 
protect as much of the yarding as possible while still 
facilitating good airflow.

• Sky lighting and artificial lighting such as  
hi-bay lights can be beneficial, particularly over 
working areas.

• Have adequate drainage in and around your yard 
cover to ensure stormwater doesn’t run back into 
the yard cover. A substantial amount of water can 
be harvested from a yard cover roof via the Action 
custom gutter system.

• Easy access to the yard cover is important for 
loading/unloading livestock as well as for erection 
crews and machinery during construction. 

• Our design team can help make sure that the 
movement of livestock through the yards is 
not impeded by the placement of the yard 
cover columns.

< A 40m x 27m x 4m sheep yard 
cover, Minimay VIC.

< A 36m x 28m x 4.5m sheep  
yard cover, Senior SA.

DESIGN

https://www.actionsteel.com.au/
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https://twitter.com/ActionSteel
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CASE STUDIES

Location:  Kybybolite, SA
Project :   A 32m x 24m x 3.5m sheep yard cover
Build date:  March 2020

Location:  Pigeon Ponds, VIC
Project :   A 36m x 36m x 3.7m sheep yard cover
Build date:  April 2020

Action’s custom gutter system uses a 200mm x 160mm 
rolled gutter which is supported by heavy duty hot dip 
galvanised brackets. Using this guttering system  
means downpipes are only required at the end  
of the cover, not down the face of each column.

Skylights can be installed in the roof and gable infills  
to take full advantage of the available natural light.

Learn more about skylights.
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FAQ

CAN YOU BUILD OVER EXISTING YARDS?

Yes, a yard cover can be built over existing yards  
by either being assembled in the air or built on  
the ground beside the yards and moved into place  
by cranes.

IS SKY LIGHTING A GOOD IDEA?

Sky lighting certainly is a good idea as it means you 
can work under the roof during the day with no or 
very little artificial light. Although skylights do tend to 
have a bad reputation, the product we use is the best 
of quality and will not go brittle. The product we use 
is opaque, meaning it doesn’t cast shadows on the 
ground below so livestock won’t baulk at the light.

WILL THE COLUMNS OF THE YARD  
COVER GET IN THE WAY OF THE YARDS? 

No, bay widths can vary anywhere up to 10 metres to 
avoid clashing with gates or working areas. We can 
also vary the spacing throughout your yard cover too, 
to ensure the least amount of impact on your yarding

IS AN OPEN-WEBBED TRUSS STRONGER  
THAN A UNIVERSAL BEAM RAFTER?

An open-webbed truss is stronger. This is because 
with a truss the entire weight of the roof is equally 
shared by a series of triangles inside the main frame 
and evenly distributed to the load bearing walls. This 
also means trusses can span greater distances without 
needing any interior supports. At Action, we offer both 
options, though.

DO YOU SUPPLY OR DESIGN THE YARDS?

No, but we work in with reputable livestock handling 
companies that we can put you in touch with.

<

 A shearing shed and sheep 
yard cover complex for Langlea 
Pastoral, Edenhope VIC.
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